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Continental to Supply Tires for New Volkswagen ID.3 
 

• Volkswagen’s new electric car to be factory-fitted with Continental tires 

• Summer and winter tires adapted to the electric vehicle’s specific requirements 

• Approval also granted for ContiSeal technology for automatic puncture sealing 

 

Hanover, November 14, 2019. Continental tires are to be factory-fitted to the recently presented 

Volkswagen ID.3. Volkswagen has granted approvals for summer and winter tires for 18- and 19-

inch rims. The EcoContact 6 summer tire and the WinterContact TS 850 P winter specialist have 

both been adapted to suit the specific requirements of the ID.3. As an electric vehicle, the ID.3 will 

run on tires with low rolling resistance that save energy in order to deliver the maximum possible 

range between charges; with low tire/road noise for passenger comfort; and with aerodynamic 

sidewall design to help minimize the vehicle’s aerodynamic drag. Both the summer and winter tires 

also feature ContiSeal technology. ContiSeal automatically and reliably closes punctures in the tire 

tread with a diameter of up to five millimeters, thereby eliminating approximately 90 percent of all 

punctures. The Continental Corporation also supplies the on-board server that provides 

connectivity for Volkswagen’s electric ID. models. 
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Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and connected mobility of people 
and their goods. Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and affordable 
solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In 2018, Continental generated sales of €44.4 
billion and currently employs some 240,000 people in 60 countries and markets. 

The Tire division has 24 production and development locations worldwide. As one of the leading tire 
manufacturers with around 56,000 employees, the division posted sales of €11.4 billion in 2018. Continental 
ranks among the technology leaders in tire production and offers a broad product range for passenger cars, 
commercial vehicles and two-wheelers. Through continuous investment in R&D, Continental makes a major 
contribution to safe, cost-effective and ecologically efficient mobility. The Tire division’s portfolio includes 
services for the tire trade and for fleet applications, as well as digital management systems for commercial 
vehicle tires. 
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